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and even friends he regarded as a dubious luxury.1
Nor do the sparse facts that have to be recorded
concerning his movements matter much; whether
in Dresden, or Miinchen, or Ktistiania, whether he
took his holidays in the Tyrolese mountains or in
Norway, he went on writing plays of Norwegian life
and conditions, quite uninfluenced by his surround-
ings, and just as if he had never left his native land.
Surely there never was less of a cosmopolitan at heart
than this European Ibsen, who imagined that he
would stifle if forced to live in the narrow world of his
own fatherland.
Much need hardly be said about The Young Men's
League, although of all his plays it appears to have
enjoyed the greatest stage popularity in Norway itself.
It is a not conspicuously original piece of conventional
intrigue, and is not so interesting as Love's Comedy. A
play of provincial political interests—its scene might,
in fact, be Ibsen's own birthplace, Skien—it could
hardly, even if it were better than it is, be expected to
make much appeal to an outside public. It was
written in Germany, and critics, tracing in it the
flavour of " Knackwurst" and beer, have sought
models for it in the German comedy of the day, the
most obvious being Freytag's Journalists, where
politics divide, as here, the characters of the play into
two opposing groups. But there is more French
influence than German in The Young Men's League; the
plot moves in French fashion by the machinery of
chances and misunderstandings. Dumas fils and
Augier had by this time supplanted Scribe in France,
and the stage machinery is more successfully disguised.
The characters of Ibsen's play, however, still live
only a kind of artificial stage-life—they are cut out of
Norse cloth with the scissors of the French tailor—
and belong to the days when the footlights provided
an impenetrable barrier against the contamination of
life as it is. The hero, Stensgaard, is a kind of Peer
1 Cp. letter to Geotg Brandes, March 6th, 1870.   Breve, ed. eit.,I9 p. 197.

